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PERFECT PARTNER FOR DISTRIBUTIONDAF SERVICES

Global strength, local know how

PACCAR Inc, a Six Sigma company, is a global technology leader in the 
design, manufacture and customer support of high-quality light, medium, 
and heavy-duty trucks under Kenworth, Peterbilt and DAF nameplates. 
PACCAR also designs and manufactures advanced diesel engines, 
provides financial services and information technology, and distributes 
truck parts related to its principal business.

DAF dealer network

Wherever you are, you can count on the DAF dealer network to provide 
you with excellent parts, service and repairs for all DAF trucks and 
applications. With 43 dealerships across Australia – we’ve got you 
covered. Offering a wide range of services, from truck cleaning to total 
overhauls, your local DAF dealership has the specialist equipment, skills 
and know how to look after your truck.

Tailor-made financial services

PACCAR Financial are dedicated solely to the trucking industry. With over 
35 year’s experience in the Australian transport industry they understand 
today’s business and continue to support it with innovative loan and lease 
options. The right financing can be as important to your success as the 
right truck, so talk to PACCAR Financial about tailoring a financial solution 
to meet your needs.

Committed to DAF parts support

PACCAR Parts dealers offer an extensive range of parts and accessories 
and look after all your truck servicing needs. The national distribution 
centre at Bayswater in Victoria is one of the most modern and efficient in 
Australia and utilises advanced RF technology in supplying the dealer 
network. With over 20,000 sq. ft dedicated to DAF parts, cabs are stocked 
on the shelf and our original equipment manufacturer’s part identification 
number system means your replacement part will be picked accurately.

PERFECT PARTNER FOR DISTRIBUTION

Inc

The vehicles in this brochure are for illustrative purposes only and include some optional extras and 
equipment fitted by dealers and their suppliers. All weights and measurements should be regarded as 
approximate only. For complete vehicle details, refer to independent specification sheets for each 
model, available at www.daf.com.au and DAF dealerships. In the interests of product improvements, 
DAF Trucks Australia, reserves the right to change these specifications without prior notice. LF
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For further information or your nearest DAF dealer,  
visit our website www.daf.com.au
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    PACCAR GR ENGINE

Engine Type Performance Torque Emission level

GR 184 184 kW/250hp (1900 - 2500 rpm) 950 Nm (1200 - 1700 rpm) Euro 5

GR 210 210 kW/286hp (2100 - 2500 rpm) 1020 Nm (1200 - 1800 rpm) Euro 5

SERIES TYPE SLEEPER CAB

LF 12t LF 250

LF 16t LF 250

LF 18t LF 280
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PO BOX 60 
Bayswater VIC 3153
Phone: (03) 9721 1600
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THE NEW LF EURO 5

The new LF Euro 5 offers everything you expect from a modern distribution truck, with a new and attractive 

exterior design and a completely new interior. It is comfortable, smooth, light and agile. The LF Euro 5 provides 

excellent ergonomics and is distinguished by first class driving characteristics, optimum performance and 

outstanding fuel efficiency. In short: it is the perfect partner for distribution.

REPRESENTATIVE 
The stylish look of the new LF Euro 5 is characterised by its distinctive grille with 
silver panel and DAF logo, whilst leaving plenty of space for your company's name. 
And aerodynamic corner deflectors, which ensure that the handles of the doors 
stay clean, prove that an attractive design can also be practical.

COMFORTABLE
The LF has optimum accessibility, thanks to doors that open wide (90 degrees), 
cleverly placed handles and convenient steps. The interior is the perfect 
combination of quality and comfort. It features new fully adjustable seats and a 
multifunctional steering wheel. The new dashboard is designed around the driver, 
where all controls are perfectly within reach and logically grouped by function. The 
cab offers many storage options for documents and personal belongings. And  
because of the extra-large capacity of the heating and ventilation system, the 
interior quickly reaches a comfortable temperature. 

MANOEUVRABLE AND ROBUST
The LF is welcome in every town centre. Its compact design adds to optimal 
manoeuvrability. With its exceptional wheel angles, it has the smallest turning circle 
in its class. The galvanised steel bumper means low susceptibility to damage.  
The covers of the new headlights, which can be equipped with optional Day Time 
Running Lights, are made of high impact resistant Lexan. That means maximum 
vehicle uptime and lower costs of operation. 

BODYBUILDER FRIENDLY
The chassis of the new LF is designed for optimal bodybuilder friendliness by 
positioning various components on the inside of the chassis. As a result, the  
LF chassis is completely flat. Moreover, the electrical and electronic installations  
are optimised for easy connection to the body. The LF also provides numerous 
efficient PTO options to support a variety of applications such as tipper and cranes.
       

STATE OF THE ART
Comfort also means a rich specification. The LF has high quality and comprehensive 
instrumentation, including the stylish aluminium finish. Central to this is the 12.7cm 
LCD colour display with standard DAF Driver Performance Assistant (DPA). Through 
this system, the driver is informed about fuel consumption, braking behaviour, the 
degree of anticipation and about the optimal moment to change gear. It also gives 
useful tips for fuel economy and indicates the importance, among others, of the 
right deflector adjustment and tyre pressures. The DPA encourages the driver to 
get the best out of the LF.

VISIBILITY
Good visibility for the driver is essential, especially in an urban environment.  
The LF provides unobstructed view to the front and sides. Optional Cornering Lights, 
integrated into the front bumper, shine in the direction of travel. Together with optimal 
mirror positioning this provides extra safety and reduce risk of damage.

CLEAN
All PACCAR Euro 5 engines use common rail fuel injection, turbocharging and 
intercooling, for low fuel consumption and the lowest possible emission level. 
Engines are built for a long life, long service intervals, optimum performance and 
fuel efficiency. The six-cylinder GR engine with outputs of 184 kW/250hp and  
210 kW/286hp is the heart of the LF driveline. Powerful, clean and economical.    

CUSTOMISED
The PACCAR GR engine of the LF has a manual six-speed gearbox as standard.  
A nine-speed manual transmission is available as an option. The engines can also 
be combined with a six-speed AS Tronic gearbox. A wide variety of PTO’s also 
contribute to the versatility of the new LF. 

The 6.7 litre six-cylinder PACCAR GR engine offers 
maximum outputs from 250hp to 286hp.
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truck parts related to its principal business.

DAF dealer network

Wherever you are, you can count on the DAF dealer network to provide 
you with excellent parts, service and repairs for all DAF trucks and 
applications. With 43 dealerships across Australia – we’ve got you 
covered. Offering a wide range of services, from truck cleaning to total 
overhauls, your local DAF dealership has the specialist equipment, skills 
and know how to look after your truck.

Tailor-made financial services

PACCAR Financial are dedicated solely to the trucking industry. With over 
35 year’s experience in the Australian transport industry they understand 
today’s business and continue to support it with innovative loan and lease 
options. The right financing can be as important to your success as the 
right truck, so talk to PACCAR Financial about tailoring a financial solution 
to meet your needs.

Committed to DAF parts support

PACCAR Parts dealers offer an extensive range of parts and accessories 
and look after all your truck servicing needs. The national distribution 
centre at Bayswater in Victoria is one of the most modern and efficient in 
Australia and utilises advanced RF technology in supplying the dealer 
network. With over 20,000 sq. ft dedicated to DAF parts, cabs are stocked 
on the shelf and our original equipment manufacturer’s part identification 
number system means your replacement part will be picked accurately.

PERFECT PARTNER FOR DISTRIBUTION

Inc

The vehicles in this brochure are for illustrative purposes only and include some optional extras and 
equipment fitted by dealers and their suppliers. All weights and measurements should be regarded as 
approximate only. For complete vehicle details, refer to independent specification sheets for each 
model, available at www.daf.com.au and DAF dealerships. In the interests of product improvements, 
DAF Trucks Australia, reserves the right to change these specifications without prior notice. LF
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For further information or your nearest DAF dealer,  
visit our website www.daf.com.au
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    PACCAR GR ENGINE

Engine Type Performance Torque Emission level

GR 184 184 kW/250hp (1900 - 2500 rpm) 950 Nm (1200 - 1700 rpm) Euro 5

GR 210 210 kW/286hp (2100 - 2500 rpm) 1020 Nm (1200 - 1800 rpm) Euro 5
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DAF Trucks Australia
PO BOX 60 
Bayswater VIC 3153
Phone: (03) 9721 1600
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PERFECT PARTNER FOR DISTRIBUTIONDAF SERVICES

Global strength, local know how

PACCAR Inc, a Six Sigma company, is a global technology leader in the 
design, manufacture and customer support of high-quality light, medium, 
and heavy-duty trucks under Kenworth, Peterbilt and DAF nameplates. 
PACCAR also designs and manufactures advanced diesel engines, 
provides financial services and information technology, and distributes 
truck parts related to its principal business.

DAF dealer network

Wherever you are, you can count on the DAF dealer network to provide 
you with excellent parts, service and repairs for all DAF trucks and 
applications. With 43 dealerships across Australia – we’ve got you 
covered. Offering a wide range of services, from truck cleaning to total 
overhauls, your local DAF dealership has the specialist equipment, skills 
and know how to look after your truck.

Tailor-made financial services

PACCAR Financial are dedicated solely to the trucking industry. With over 
35 year’s experience in the Australian transport industry they understand 
today’s business and continue to support it with innovative loan and lease 
options. The right financing can be as important to your success as the 
right truck, so talk to PACCAR Financial about tailoring a financial solution 
to meet your needs.

Committed to DAF parts support

PACCAR Parts dealers offer an extensive range of parts and accessories 
and look after all your truck servicing needs. The national distribution 
centre at Bayswater in Victoria is one of the most modern and efficient in 
Australia and utilises advanced RF technology in supplying the dealer 
network. With over 20,000 sq. ft dedicated to DAF parts, cabs are stocked 
on the shelf and our original equipment manufacturer’s part identification 
number system means your replacement part will be picked accurately.

PERFECT PARTNER FOR DISTRIBUTION

Inc

The vehicles in this brochure are for illustrative purposes only and include some optional extras and 
equipment fitted by dealers and their suppliers. All weights and measurements should be regarded as 
approximate only. For complete vehicle details, refer to independent specification sheets for each 
model, available at www.daf.com.au and DAF dealerships. In the interests of product improvements, 
DAF Trucks Australia, reserves the right to change these specifications without prior notice. LF
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For further information or your nearest DAF dealer,  
visit our website www.daf.com.au
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Engine Type Performance Torque Emission level

GR 184 184 kW/250hp (1900 - 2500 rpm) 950 Nm (1200 - 1700 rpm) Euro 5

GR 210 210 kW/286hp (2100 - 2500 rpm) 1020 Nm (1200 - 1800 rpm) Euro 5
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PERFECT PARTNER FOR DISTRIBUTIONDAF SERVICES

Global strength, local know how

PACCAR Inc, a Six Sigma company, is a global technology leader in the 
design, manufacture and customer support of high-quality light, medium, 
and heavy-duty trucks under Kenworth, Peterbilt and DAF nameplates. 
PACCAR also designs and manufactures advanced diesel engines, 
provides financial services and information technology, and distributes 
truck parts related to its principal business.

DAF dealer network

Wherever you are, you can count on the DAF dealer network to provide 
you with excellent parts, service and repairs for all DAF trucks and 
applications. With 43 dealerships across Australia – we’ve got you 
covered. Offering a wide range of services, from truck cleaning to total 
overhauls, your local DAF dealership has the specialist equipment, skills 
and know how to look after your truck.

Tailor-made financial services

PACCAR Financial are dedicated solely to the trucking industry. With over 
35 year’s experience in the Australian transport industry they understand 
today’s business and continue to support it with innovative loan and lease 
options. The right financing can be as important to your success as the 
right truck, so talk to PACCAR Financial about tailoring a financial solution 
to meet your needs.

Committed to DAF parts support

PACCAR Parts dealers offer an extensive range of parts and accessories 
and look after all your truck servicing needs. The national distribution 
centre at Bayswater in Victoria is one of the most modern and efficient in 
Australia and utilises advanced RF technology in supplying the dealer 
network. With over 20,000 sq. ft dedicated to DAF parts, cabs are stocked 
on the shelf and our original equipment manufacturer’s part identification 
number system means your replacement part will be picked accurately.

PERFECT PARTNER FOR DISTRIBUTION

Inc

The vehicles in this brochure are for illustrative purposes only and include some optional extras and 
equipment fitted by dealers and their suppliers. All weights and measurements should be regarded as 
approximate only. For complete vehicle details, refer to independent specification sheets for each 
model, available at www.daf.com.au and DAF dealerships. In the interests of product improvements, 
DAF Trucks Australia, reserves the right to change these specifications without prior notice. LF
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For further information or your nearest DAF dealer,  
visit our website www.daf.com.au
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Engine Type Performance Torque Emission level

GR 184 184 kW/250hp (1900 - 2500 rpm) 950 Nm (1200 - 1700 rpm) Euro 5

GR 210 210 kW/286hp (2100 - 2500 rpm) 1020 Nm (1200 - 1800 rpm) Euro 5
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For further information or your nearest DAF dealer, 
visit our website www.daf.com.au

DAF Trucks Australia 
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Bayswater VIC 3153 
Phone: (03) 9721 1600

The vehicles in this brochure are for illustrative purposes only and include some optional extras and  
equipment fitted by dealers and their suppliers. All weights and measurements should be regarded  
as approximate only. For complete vehicle details, refer to independent specification sheets for each  
model, available at www.daf.com.au and DAF dealerships. In the interests of product improvements, 
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PERFECT PARTNER FOR DISTRIBUTIONDAF SERVICES

Global strength, local know how

PACCAR Inc, a Six Sigma company, is a global technology leader in the 
design, manufacture and customer support of high-quality light, medium, 
and heavy-duty trucks under Kenworth, Peterbilt and DAF nameplates. 
PACCAR also designs and manufactures advanced diesel engines, 
provides financial services and information technology, and distributes 
truck parts related to its principal business.

DAF dealer network

Wherever you are, you can count on the DAF dealer network to provide 
you with excellent parts, service and repairs for all DAF trucks and 
applications. With 43 dealerships across Australia – we’ve got you 
covered. Offering a wide range of services, from truck cleaning to total 
overhauls, your local DAF dealership has the specialist equipment, skills 
and know how to look after your truck.

Tailor-made financial services

PACCAR Financial are dedicated solely to the trucking industry. With over 
35 year’s experience in the Australian transport industry they understand 
today’s business and continue to support it with innovative loan and lease 
options. The right financing can be as important to your success as the 
right truck, so talk to PACCAR Financial about tailoring a financial solution 
to meet your needs.

Committed to DAF parts support

PACCAR Parts dealers offer an extensive range of parts and accessories 
and look after all your truck servicing needs. The national distribution 
centre at Bayswater in Victoria is one of the most modern and efficient in 
Australia and utilises advanced RF technology in supplying the dealer 
network. With over 20,000 sq. ft dedicated to DAF parts, cabs are stocked 
on the shelf and our original equipment manufacturer’s part identification 
number system means your replacement part will be picked accurately.

PERFECT PARTNER FOR DISTRIBUTION

Inc

The vehicles in this brochure are for illustrative purposes only and include some optional extras and 
equipment fitted by dealers and their suppliers. All weights and measurements should be regarded as 
approximate only. For complete vehicle details, refer to independent specification sheets for each 
model, available at www.daf.com.au and DAF dealerships. In the interests of product improvements, 
DAF Trucks Australia, reserves the right to change these specifications without prior notice. LF
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For further information or your nearest DAF dealer,  
visit our website www.daf.com.au
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Engine Type Performance Torque Emission level

GR 184 184 kW/250hp (1900 - 2500 rpm) 950 Nm (1200 - 1700 rpm) Euro 5

GR 210 210 kW/286hp (2100 - 2500 rpm) 1020 Nm (1200 - 1800 rpm) Euro 5
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PO BOX 60 
Bayswater VIC 3153
Phone: (03) 9721 1600

DAF dealer network

Wherever you are, you can count on the DAF dealer network to provide 
you with excellent parts, service and repairs for all DAF trucks and  
applications. With 43 dealerships across Australia – we’ve got you 
covered. Offering a wide range of services, from truck cleaning to total 
overhauls, your local DAF dealership has the specialist equipment,  
skills and know how to look after your truck.

Committed to DAF parts support

PACCAR Parts dealers offer an extensive range of parts and accessories 
and look after all your truck servicing needs. The national distribution centre 
at Bayswater in Victoria is one of the most modern and efficient in Australia 
and utilises advanced RF technology in supplying the dealer network. With 
more than 20,000 sq.m dedicated to DAF parts, cabs are stocked on the 
shelf and our original equipment manufacturer’s part identification number 
system means your replacement part will be picked accurately.

Global strength, local know how

PACCAR Inc, a Six Sigma company, is a global technology leader in the 
design, manufacture and customer support of high-quality light, medium, 
and heavy-duty trucks under Kenworth, Peterbilt and DAF brands.  
PACCAR also designs and manufactures advanced diesel engines,  
provides financial services and information technology, and distributes 
truck parts related to its principal business.

Tailor-made financial services

PACCAR Financial is dedicated solely to the trucking industry. With  
more than 35 years’ experience in the Australian transport industry they 
understand today’s business and continue to support it with innovative 
loan and lease options. The right financing can be as important to your 
success as the right truck, so talk to PACCAR Financial about tailoring  
a financial solution to meet your needs.

Provides premium trucks and personalised service

PacLease offers short and long term rental and leasing solutions with 
exceptional service, experienced technicians and local franchise support, 
that can help manage your fleet operations. PacLease delivers premium 
medium and heavy duty DAF rental trucks to help lower your operating 
costs and provide a comfortable working environment for drivers with 
customised services that best suits your operation.


